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This paper des ribes work in progress on the design of an
ML-style metalanguage FreshML for programming with re ursively dened fun tions on user-de ned, on rete data types whose onstru tors may involve variable binding. Up to operational equivalen e, values of su h FreshML data types an faithfully en ode terms modulo
- onversion for a wide range of obje t languages in a straightforward
fashion. The design of FreshML is `semanti ally driven', in that it arises
from the model of variable binding in set theory with atoms given by the
authors in [7℄. The language has a type onstru tor for abstra tions over
names ( = atoms) and fa ilities for de laring lo ally fresh names. Moreover, re ursive de nitions an use a form of pattern-mat hing on bound
names in abstra tions. The ru ial point is that the FreshML type system ensures that these features an only be used in well-typed programs
in ways that are insensitive to renaming of bound names.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

This paper on erns the design of fun tional programming languages for metaprogramming, by whi h we mean the a tivity of reating software systems|
interpreters, ompilers, proof he kers, proof assistants, and so on|that manipulate synta ti al stru tures. An important part of su h a tivity is the design
of data stru tures to represent the terms of formal languages. The nature of
su h an obje t language will of ourse depend upon the parti ular appli ation.
It might be a language for programming, or one for reasoning, for example. But
one thing is ertain: in all but the most trivial ases, the obje t language will
involve variable binding, with asso iated notions of free and bound variables,
renaming of bound variables, substitution of terms for free variables, and so on.
It is this aspe t of representing obje t languages in metaprogramming languages
upon whi h we fo us here.
Modern fun tional programming languages permit user-de ned data types,
with pattern mat hing in de nitions of fun tions on these data types.1 For obje t
1

As far as we know, this feature was introdu ed into fun tional programming by Rod
Burstall: see [2, 1℄.
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languages without variable binding, this redu es the work involved in designing
representations to a mere a t of de laration: a spe i ation of the abstra t syntax
of the obje t language gives rise more or less dire tly to the de laration of some
algebrai data types (mutually re ursive ones in general). Consider the familiar
example of the language of terms of the untyped lambda al ulus

t ::= x j t t j x:t

(1)

and a orresponding ML data type
datatype ltree = Vr of string
| Ap of ltree * ltree
| Lm of string * ltree

(2)

where x ranges over some xed ountably in nite set of variable symbols whi h
we have hosen to represent by values of the ML type string of hara ter strings.
This gives a one-one representation of the abstra t syntax trees of all (open or
losed) untyped lambda terms as losed ML values of type ltree. However, the
ML de laration takes no a ount of the fa t that the term former x:( ) involves
variable binding. Thus, if one wishes to identify terms of the obje t language up
to renaming of bound variables (as one often does), su h representations are too
on rete. It is entirely up to programmers to ensure that their term manipulating
programs respe t the renaming dis ipline|an obligation whi h be omes irksome
and error prone for omplex obje t languages, or large programs.
A ommon way round this problem is to introdu e a new version of the
obje t language that eliminates variable binding onstru ts through the use of
de Bruijn indi es [4℄. For example, `nameless' lambda terms are given by

t0 ::= n j t0 t0 j  t0

(3)

and a orresponding ML data type by
datatype ltree' = Vr' of nat
| Ap' of ltree' * ltree'
| Lm' of ltree'

(4)

where the indi es n are natural numbers, represented by the values of a suitable
ML data type nat. Closed ML values of type ltree' orrespond to nameless
terms t0 , whi h in turn orrespond to -equivalen e lasses of ordinary lambda
terms t (open or losed). Hen e fun tions manipulating lambda terms modulo
- onversion an be de ned, and their properties proved, using stru tural re ursion and indu tion for the algebrai data type ltree'. This approa h has been
adopted for a number of large systems written in ML involving syntax manipulation (su h as HOL [8℄ and Isabelle [14℄, for example). However, it does have
some drawba ks. Firstly, nameless terms are hard for humans to understand and
they need translation and display fun tions relating them to the usual syntax
with named bound variables. Se ondly, some de nitions (su h as substitution
and weakening the ontext of free variables) are non-intuitive and error-prone
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when ast in terms of de Bruijn indi es. Lastly, and most importantly, the ML
language does not have any built-in support that might alleviate these problems:
one usually starts with a spe i ation of an obje t language in terms of ontext
free grammars and some indi ation of the binding onstru ts and has to raft its
`name free' representation by hand. Perhaps more an be done automati ally?
In this paper we des ribe an ML-like language with features that address these
diÆ ulties and provide improved automati support for metaprogramming with
variable binding onstru ts. The key innovation is to dedu e at ompile-time not
only traditional type information, but also information about the `freshness' of
obje t-level variables. This information is used to guarantee that at run-time
the observable behaviour of well-typed meta-level expressions is insensitive to
renaming bound obje t-level variables. Thus, users are noti ed at ompile-time
if their syntax-manipulating ode des ends below the level of abstra tion whi h
identi es -equivalent obje t-level expressions.
Our language design is guided by the mathemati al model of binding operations introdu ed in [7℄ using a Fraenkel-Mostowski permutation model of sets
with atoms. A key feature of this model is that it provides a syntax-independent
notion of a name (i.e. an atom) being fresh for a given obje t. For this reason the resulting programming language is alled FreshML. Figure 1 gives some
sample FreshML de larations whi h ontinue the running example of the untyped lambda al ulus.2 They will be used in the rest of this paper to illustrate
the features of the new language. We attempt to explain FreshML without assuming knowledge of the mathemati s underlying our model of binding; for the
interested reader, the intended model of FreshML is sket hed in an Appendix
to this paper. Se tions 2{5 des ribe the novel features of FreshML ompared
with ML, namely atoms, freshness, atom abstra tion / on retion and pattern
mat hing with abstra tion patterns. Se tions 6{8 dis uss the intera tion of these
features with standard ones for equality, re ursive fun tions and types not involving atoms. It should be stressed that the design of FreshML is still evolving:
se tion 9 dis usses some of the possibilities and reviews related work.

Note (Meta-level versus obje t-level binding). The metalanguage Fresh-

ML provides a novel treatment of binding operations in obje t languages. However, in des ribing FreshML syntax we treat its various binding onstru ts in a
onventional way|by rst giving their abstra t syntax and then de ning what
the free, bound and binding identi ers are in su h expressions. This in turn gives
rise to a onventional de nition of the apture-avoiding substitution [exp =x℄exp 0
of a FreshML expression exp for all free o urren es of an identi er x in an
expression exp 0 . We write fv(exp ) for the nite set of free identi ers in exp .
2

It will be seen from these de larations that the syntax of fun tion de larations (and
ase expressions) in FreshML is more like that of CAML [3℄ than that of Standard
ML [12℄.
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(* Lambda terms, modulo alpha onversion. *)
datatype lam = Var of atm
| App of lam * lam
| Lam of [atm℄lam;
(* En oding of a ouple of familiar ombinators. *)
val I = new a in Lam a.(Var a) end;
val K = new a in new b in Lam a.(Lam b.(Var a)) end end;
(* A fun tion sub:lam * [atm℄lam -> lam
implementing apture avoiding substitution. *)
fun sub =
{ (t, a.(Var b)) where b=a => t
| (t, a.(Var b)) where b#a => Var b
| (t, a.(App(u,v))) => App(sub(t, a.u), sub(t, a.v))
| (t, a.(Lam b.u)) => Lam b.(sub(t, a.u)) };
(* A fun tion bv: lam -> lam
implementing all-by-value evaluation. *)
fun bv =
{ App(t,u) => ase ( bv t) of {Lam e => bv(sub( bv u, e))}
| v => v };
(* A fun tion rem: [atm℄(atm list) -> (atm list)
taking a list of atoms with one atom abstra ted and removing it. *)
fun rem =
{ a.nil => nil
| a.(x::xs) where x=a => rem a.xs
| a.(x::xs) where x#a => x::(rem a.xs) };
(* A fun tion fv: lam -> (atm list)
whi h lists the free variables of a lambda term,
possibly with repeats. *)
fun fv =
{ Var a => a::nil
| App(t,u) => append(fv t)(fv u)
| Lam a.t => rem a.(fv t) };
(* Unlike the previous fun tion, the following fun tion, whi h tries
to list the bound variables of a lambda term, does not type he k
---good! *)
fun bv =
{ Var a => nil
| App(t,u) => append(bv t)(bv u)
| Lam a.t => a::(bv t) };
Fig. 1.

Sample FreshML de larations
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Freshness

Variables of obje t languages are represented in FreshML by value identi ers
of a spe ial built-in type atm of atoms.3 Operationally speaking, atm behaves
somewhat like the ML type unit ref, but the way in whi h dynami ally reated
values of type atm (whi h are drawn from a xed, ountably in nite set A =
fa ; a 0 ; : : :g of semanti atoms ) an be used is tightly onstrained by the FreshML type system, as des ribed below. Just as addresses of referen es do not o ur
expli itly in ML programs, semanti atoms do not o ur expli itly in the syntax
of FreshML. Rather, they an be referred to via a lo al de laration of the form
new a in exp end

(5)

where a is an identi er impli itly of type atm. This is a binding operation:
free o urren es of a in the expression exp are bound in new a in exp end.
Its behaviour is analogous to the Standard ML de laration
let val a = ref() in exp end

(6)

in that the expression in (5) is evaluated by asso iating a with the rst semanti
atom unused by the urrent value environment and then evaluating exp in that
augmented value environment. (We formulate this more pre isely at the end of
this se tion.) As in ML, evaluation in FreshML is done after type he king, and it
is there that an important di eren e between the expressions in (5) and (6) shows
up. Compared with ML's type- he king of the expression in (6), the FreshML
type system imposes a restri tion on the expression in (5) whi h always seems to
be present in uses of `fresh names' in informal syntax-manipulating algorithms,
namely that
expressions in the s ope of a fresh name a only use it in ways that are
insensitive to renaming.

For example, although let val a = ref() in a end has type unit ref in ML, the
expression new a in a end is not typeable in FreshML|the meaning of a is learly
sensitive to renaming a. On the other hand, in the next se tion we introdu e
atom-abstra tion expressions su h as a.a, whose meaning (either operationally
or denotationally) is insensitive to renaming a even though they ontain free
o urren es of a, giving rise to well typed expressions su h as new a in a.a end.
(Some other examples of well typed new-expressions are given in Fig. 1.)
Type System. To a hieve the restri tions mentioned above, the FreshML type
system dedu es for an expression exp judgments not only about its type, `
exp : ty , but also about whi h atoms a are fresh with respe t to it,

` exp # a:
3

(7)

In the urrent experimental version of FreshML, there is only one su h type. Future
versions will allow the programmer to de lare as many distin t opies of this type as
needed, for example, for the distin t sorts of names there are in a parti ular obje t
language.
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Here a is some value identi er assigned type atm by the typing ontext . FreshML typing ontexts may ontain both typing assumptions about value identi ers,
x : ty , and freshness assumptions about them, x # a (if
ontains su h an
assumption it must also ontain a : atm and x : ty for some type ty ). The
intended meaning of statements su h as `x # a' is that, in the given value
environment, the denotation of x (an element of an FM-set ) does not ontain
the semanti atom asso iated to a in its support |the mathemati al notions of
`FM-set' and `support' are explained in the Appendix (see De nitions A.1 and
A.2). Here we just give rules for indu tively generating typing and freshness
judgements that are sound for this notion. In fa t it is onvenient to give an
expression's typing and freshness properties simultaneously, using assertions of
the form exp : ty # fa1 ; : : : ; an g standing for the onjun tion
exp : ty & exp # a1 &    & exp # an :
Thus the FreshML type system an be spe i ed using judgments of the form
where
and

` exp : ty # a

(8)

= (x1 : ty 1 # a1 ); : : : ; (xn : ty n # an )

(9)

{ x1 ; : : : ; xn are distin t value identi ers whi h in lude all the free identi ers
of the FreshML expression exp ;

{ ty 1 ; : : : ; ty n and ty are FreshML types4 ;
{ a1 ; : : : ; an and a are nite sets of value identi ers with the property that
ea h a 2 a1 [ : : : [ an [ a is assigned type atm by the typing ontext, i.e. is

equal to one of the xi with ty i = atm.
We write ` exp : ty as an abbreviation for ` exp : ty # ;. When dis ussing
just the freshness properties of an expression, we write ` exp # a to mean
that ` exp : ty # fag holds for some type ty .
The rule for generating type and freshness information for new-expressions
is (11) in Fig. 2. The notation a : atm
used there indi ates the ontext
obtained from by adding the assumptions a : atm and x # a for ea h value
identi er x de lared in (where we assume a does not o ur in ). For example,
if = (x : atm); (y : ty # fxg), then
a : atm

= (a : atm); (x : atm # fag); (y : ty # fa; xg) :

The side ondition a 2= dom( ) [ a in rule (11) is omparable to ones for more
familiar binding onstru ts, su h as fun tion abstra tion; given and a, within
the -equivalen e lass of the expression new a in exp end we have room to
hoose the bound identi er a so that the side ondition is satis ed.
4

In the urrent experimental version of FreshML, we just onsider monomorphi types
built up from basi ones like atm and string using produ ts, fun tions, re ursively
de ned data type onstru tions and the atom-abstra tion type onstru tor des ribed
in the next se tion. Introdu ing type s hemes and ML-style polymorphism seems
unproblemati in prin iple, but remains a topi for future work.
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a : atm

(x : ty # a0 ) 2
a  a0
` x : ty # a

(10)

exp : ty # (fag [ a) a 2= dom( ) [ a
(new a in exp end) : ty # a

(11)

`
`

`

`

(a) = atm
exp : ty # (a r fag)
` a.exp : [atm℄ty # a

exp : [atm℄ty # (fag [ a)
` exp  a : ty # a

(12)

a : atm # a

`

a; x 2
= dom( ) [ a0
exp : [atm℄ty # a
0
(a : atm
); (x : ty # a) ` exp : ty 0 # (fag [ a0 )
0
0
0
` ase exp of fa.x => exp g : ty # a

(13)

`

(a) = (b) = atm

exp : ty # a
[a # b℄ ` exp 0 : ty # a
0
` ifeq(a,b) then exp else exp : ty # a
`

(a) = atm for all a 2 a
` () : unit # a
`

(17)

x; y 2
= dom( )
` exp : ty 1 * ty 2 # a
; (x : ty 1 # a); (y : ty 2 # a) ` exp : ty # a
0

ase exp of f(x,y) => exp

`

`

g

0

: ty # a
0

; (x : ty # a) ` exp : ty # a

0

0

x2
= dom( )
0
` let val x = exp in exp end : ty # a

exp : ty # a

0

0

; (f : ty -> ty ); (x : ty) ` exp : ty
(a) = atm, for all a 2 a
`

`

0

0

exp 1 : (ty -> ty 0 ) # a
` exp 2 : ty # a
0
` exp 1 exp 2 : ty # a
`

(18)
(19)

0

fun f = fx => exp g : (ty -> ty 0 ) # a

ty pure

Fig. 2.

0

f; x 2
= dom( )
` xi : ty i # a, for all xi 2 fv(exp) r ff; xg

0

(15)
(16)

exp 1 : ty 1 # a
` exp 2 : ty 2 # a
` (exp 1 ,exp 2 ) : ty 1 * ty 2 # a

0

(14)

exp : ty
(a) = atm, for all a 2 a
` exp : ty # a

Ex erpt from the type system of FreshML

(20)
(21)
(22)
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To understand rule (11) better, onsider the spe ial ase when and a are
empty. This tells us that a losed expression of the form new a in exp end has
type ty if not only a : atm ` exp : ty , but also a : atm ` exp # a. This se ond
property guarantees that although exp may involve the atom a, its meaning is
un hanged if we rename a|and hen e it is meaningful to `anonymise' a in exp
by forming the expression new a in exp end.
But how do we generate the freshness assertions needed in the hypothesis of
rule (11) in the rst pla e? One rather trivial sour e arises from the fa t that if
a is fresh for all the free identi ers in an expression exp , then it is fresh for exp
itself (this is a derivable property of the FreshML type system); so in parti ular
a is always fresh for losed expressions. However, it an indeed be the ase that
` exp # a holds with a o urring freely in exp . Se tion 3 introdu es the
prin ipal sour e of su h non-trivial instan es of freshness.
Operational Semanti s. At the beginning of this se tion we said that the operational behaviour of the FreshML expression new a in exp end is like that of the
ML expression let val a = ref() in exp end. In order to be more pre ise, we
need to des ribe the operational semanti s of FreshML. The urrent experimental version of FreshML is a pure fun tional programming language, in the sense
that the only e e ts of expression evaluation are either to produ e a value or to
not terminate. We des ribe evaluation of expressions exp using a judgement of
the form
E ` exp ) v
where E is a value environment (whose domain ontains the free value identi ers
of exp ) and v is a semanti value. These are mutually re ursively de ned as
follows: E is a nite mapping from value identi ers to semanti values; and,
for the fragment of FreshML typed in Fig. 2, we an take v to be given by the
grammar
v ::= a j abs (a ; v) j unit j pr (v; v) j fun (x; x; exp ; E )
where a ranges over semanti atoms, x over value identi ers, and exp over expressions. The rule for evaluating new-expressions is (24) in Fig. 3. The notation
fa (E ) used in that rule stands for the nite set of `syntheti ally' free semanti
atoms of a value environment E ; this is de ned by

S

E (x))
2
where fa (a ) = fa g, fa (abs (a ; v )) = fa (v )Sr fa g, fa (pr (v1 ; v2 )) = fa (v1 ) [ fa (v2 ),
fa (unit ) = ; and fa (fun (f; x; exp ; E )) = y2fv(exp )rff;xg fa (E (y)).
fa (E ) =

x dom(E ) fa (

It should be emphasised that the rules in Fig. 3 are only applied to welltyped expressions. Evaluation preserves typing and freshness information in the
following sense.

Theorem 2.1 (Soundness of the type system with respe t to evaluation). If ` exp : ty # a, E ` exp ) v and E : , then v : ty and
fa (v ) \ f E (a) j a 2 a g = ;. (The de nitions of `E : ' and `v : ty' for the
fragment of FreshML typed in Fig. 2 are given in Fig. 4)
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E (x) = v
E`x)v

(23)

E [a 7! a℄ ` exp ) v a 2= fa(E )
E ` new a in exp end ) v

(24)

E ` exp ) v E (a) = a
E ` a.exp ) abs(a ; v )

(25)

E ` exp ) abs(a ; v ) E (a) = a v = (a a)  v
E ` exp  a ) v
0

0

0

0

(26)

E ` exp ) abs(a ; v )
a 2= fa(E ) [ fa(abs(a ; v ))
v = (a a)  v
E [a 7! a ; x 7! v ℄ ` exp ) v
E ` ase exp of fa.x => exp g ) v
0

00

0

0

00

0

0

E (a) = E (b) E ` exp ) v
E ` ifeq(a,b) then exp else exp
E (a) 6= E (b) E ` exp

0

0

(27)

0

v

)

)

v

)

v

0

(28)

0

E ` ifeq(a,b) then exp else exp

0

(29)

0

E ` () ) unit

(30)

E ` exp 1 ) v1 E ` exp 2 ) v2
E ` (exp 1 ,exp 2 ) ) pr (v1 ; v2 )

(31)

E ` exp ) pr(v1 ; v2 ) E [x 7! v1 ; y 7! v2 ℄ ` exp
E ` ase exp of f(x,y) => exp g ) v
0

)

v

0

0

E ` exp ) v E [x 7! v ℄ ` exp ) v
E ` let x = exp in exp end ) v
0

0

0

0

0

E ` fun f = fx => exp g ) fun(f; x; exp ; E )
E ` exp 1 ) v1
E ` exp 2 ) v2
v1 = fun(f; x; exp ; E1 )
E1 [f 7! v1 ; x 7! v2 ℄ ` exp ) v
E ` exp 1 exp 2 ) v
Fig. 3.

Ex erpt from the operational semanti s of FreshML

(32)
(33)
(34)

(35)
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a : atm

a 2 A v : ty
abs(a ; v ) : [atm℄ty
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v1 : ty 1 v2 : ty 2
pr (v1 ; v2 ) : ty 1 * ty 2

unit : unit

; (f : ty -> ty ); (x : ty) ` exp : ty -> ty f; x 2= dom( ) E :
fun(f; x; exp ; E ) : ty -> ty
0

0

0

dom(E ) = dom( )
E (xi ) : ty i and fa(E (xi )) \ f E (a) j a 2 ai g = ;; for all (xi : ty i # ai ) 2
E:
Fig. 4.

3

Typing semanti s values and value environments

Atom Abstra tion

FreshML user-de lared data types an have value onstru tors involving binding, via a type onstru tor [atm℄( ) for atom abstra tions. The data type
lam de lared in Fig. 1 provides an example of this, with its onstru tor Lam :
[atm℄lam -> lam. Expressions of an atom abstra tion type [atm℄ty are introdu ed with a synta ti form whi h is written a.exp , where a is a value identi er
of type atm and exp an expression of type ty . Su h atom abstra tion expressions
behave like pairs in whi h the rst omponent is hidden, in a way omparable
to hiding in abstra t data types [13℄. The operations for a essing the se ond
omponent are dis ussed in Se ts 4 and 5. We laim that two su h expressions,
a.exp and a0 .exp 0 , are ontextually equivalent (i.e. are inter hangeable in any
omplete FreshML program without a e ting the observable results of evaluating
it) if and only if
for some (any) fresh a00 , (a00 a)  exp and (a00 a0 )  exp 0 are ontextually
equivalent expressions of type ty
where (a00 a)  exp indi ates the expression obtained by inter hanging all o urren es of a00 and a in exp . It is for this reason that values of type lam orrespond
to -equivalen e lasses of lambda terms: see [7, Theorem 2.1℄.
Atom abstra tion expressions a.exp are evaluated using rule (25) in Fig. 3;
and their typing and freshness properties are given by rule (12) in Fig. 2. In that
rule, the notation a r fag means the nite set f a0 2 a j a0 6= a g; and the sideondition (a) = atm means that, with as in equation (9), a = xi for some i
with ty i = atm. To understand rule (12) better, onsider the spe ial ase when
a = fag: then the rule tells us that provided (a) = atm and exp is typeable in
ontext , then a is always fresh for a.exp , i.e. ` (a.exp ) # a. This is the
prin ipal sour e of freshness assertions in FreshML. For example:

Example 3.1. Given the de larations in Fig. 1 and some straightforward rules
for typing data type onstru tors (whi h we omit, but whi h are analogous to
the rules (16) and (17) for unit and pairs in Fig. 2), from rule (12) we have
a : atm ` (a.(Var a)) : [atm℄lam # fag
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and then

a : atm ` (Lam a.(Var a)) : lam # fag:

Applying rule (11) to this yields

` (new a in Lam a.(Var

a) end) : lam:

This losed expression of type lam is a FreshML representation of the lambda
term a :a .
Note that atom abstra tion is not a binder in FreshML: the free identi ers of

a.exp are a and all those of exp . The synta ti restri tion that the expression to

the left of the `abstra tion dot' be an identi er is needed be ause we only onsider
freshness assertions `exp # a' with a an identi er rather than a ompound
expression (in order to keep the type system as simple as possible). This does
not really restri t the expressiveness of FreshML, sin e a more general form of
atom abstra tion `atexp .exp ' (with atexp of type atm) an be simulated with
the let-expression let val a = atexp in a.exp end. (The typing rule for letexpressions is (19) in Fig. 2.)

Remark 3.2 (binding = renameability + name hiding). Example 3.1
illustrates the fa t that, unlike metalanguages that represent obje t-level binding
via lambda abstra tion, FreshML separates the renaming and the hiding aspe ts
of variable binding. On the one hand a is still a free identi er in a.exp , but on the
other hand the fa t that new a in end is a stati ally s oped binder an be used
to hide the name of an atom (subje t to the freshness onditions dis ussed in
Se t. 2). We illustrate why this separation of the renaming and the hiding aspe ts
of variable binding an be onvenient in Example 4.1 below. To give the example
we rst have to dis uss me hanisms for omputing with expressions of atom
abstra tion type [atm℄ty . FreshML o ers two related alternatives: on retion
expressions, exp  a, and ase-expressions using abstra tion patterns, su h as
ase exp of fa.x => exp 0 g. We dis uss ea h in turn.
4

Con retion

Values of atom abstra tion type have a double nature. So far we have seen their
pair-like aspe t; but as noted in [7, Lemma 4.1℄, they also have a fun tion-like
aspe t: we an hoose the name a of the rst omponent in an atom abstra tion
exp : [atm℄ty as we like, subje t to a ertain freshness restri tion, and then
the se ond omponent turns out to be a fun tion of that hoi e, whi h we write
as a 7! exp  a. We all exp  a the on retion 5 of the atom abstra tion exp
at the atom a. The typing and freshness properties of on retions are given by
rule (13) in Fig. 2. Note in parti ular (taking a = ; in the rule) that given
` exp : [atm℄ty , in order to dedu e ` exp  a : ty we need to know not only
that (a) = atm, but also that ` exp # a. The denotational justi ation for
5

The terminology is adopted from [11, Se t. 12.1℄.
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this is given by Proposition A.2 of the Appendix. Operationally, the behaviour
of on retion is given by rule (26) in Fig. 3. Thus evaluation of exp  a pro eeds
by rst evaluating exp ; if a semanti value of the form abs (a 0 ; v 0 ) is returned
and the semanti atom asso iated with a in the urrent value environment is a ,
then the result of evaluating exp  a is the semanti value (a 0 a )  v 0 obtained
from v 0 by inter hanging all o urren es of a 0 and a in v 0 . By analogy with onversion for -abstra tion and appli ation, it is tempting to repla e the use of
transposition (a 0 a )  ( ) by substitution [a =a 0 ℄( ), but this would not be orre t.
The reason for this has to do with the fa t that while a.( ) is used to represent
binding in obje t languages, it is not itself a binding operation in FreshML; so
the substitution [a =a 0 ℄( ) an give rise to apture at the obje t-level in a way
whi h (a 0 a )  ( ) annot. Here is an example to illustrate this: the result of
evaluating
(a0 .(a.(Var a0 )))  a
in the value environment E = fa 7! a ; a0 7! a 0 g is abs (a 0 ; Var a ). Using [a =a 0 ℄( )
instead of (a 0 a )  ( ) one would obtain the wrong value, namely abs (a ; Var a ),
whi h is semanti ally distin t from abs (a 0 ; Var a ) (in as mu h as the two semanti
values have di erent denotations in the FM-sets model|see Se t. A.4).
Here is an example ombining atom abstra tion, on retion and lo al freshness expressions (together with standard ase-expressions and fun tion de laration).
Example 4.1. One of the semanti properties of the atom abstra tion setformer in the model in [7℄ (and the related models in [5℄) whi h distinguish it
from fun tion abstra tion is that it ommutes with disjoint unions up to natural
bije tion. We an easily ode this bije tion in FreshML as follows.
(* A type onstru tor for disjoint unions. *)
datatype ('a,'b)sum = Inl of 'a | Inr of 'b;
(* A bije tion i:[atm℄(('a,'b)sum) -> ([atm℄'a,[atm℄'b)sum. *)
fun i = { e => new a in
ase ea of
{ Inl x => Inl(a.x)
| Inr y => Inr(a.y) }
end }

This illustrates the use of the fa t mentioned in Remark 3.2 that name abstra tion and name hiding are separated in FreshML: note that in the de nition of
i, the lo ally fresh atom a is not used in an abstra tion immediately, but rather
at two pla es nested within its s ope (a.x and a.y).
The bije tion in this example an be oded even more perspi uously using
pattern mat hing:
fun i' = { a.(Inl x) => Inl(a.x)
| a.(Inr y) => Inr(a.y) }
Expressions like `a.(Inl x)' are abstra tion patterns. The fa t that there is a

useful mat hing me hanism for them is one of the major innovations of FreshML
and we dis uss it next.
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It is not possible to split semanti values of type [atm℄ty into (atom,value)-pairs
uniquely, be ause given abs (a ; v ) then for any a 0 2= fa (v ), abs (a ; v ) has the same
denotation as abs (a 0 ; (a 0 a )  v ). However, if we only use the se ond omponent
(a 0 a )  v in a way that is insensitive to whi h parti ular fresh a 0 is hosen, we get
a well-de ned means of spe ifying a fun tion on atom abstra tions via mat hing
against an abstra tion pattern. The simplest example of su h a pattern takes the
form a.x, where a and x are distin t identi ers. Rule (14) in Fig. 2 gives the
typing and freshness properties and rule (27) in Fig. 3 the evaluation properties
for a ase-expression with a single mat h using su h a pattern. (In the expression
ase exp of fa.x => exp 0 g, the distin t identi ers a and x are binders with exp 0
as their s ope.)
Figure 1 gives some examples of de larations involving more ompli ated,
nested abstra tion patterns. We omit the formal de nition of mat hing against
su h patterns, but the general idea is that atom identi ers to the left of an
`abstra tion dot' in a pattern represent semanti atoms that are fresh in the
appropriate sense; and by he king freshness assertions, the type system ensures
that the expression to the right of `=>' in a mat h uses su h identi ers in a way
that is insensitive to renaming. For example, this impli it freshness in mat hing
is what ensures that sub in Fig. 1 implements apture-avoiding substitution|in
the last mat h lause, b is automati ally fresh for t and so it makes sense to
apply the substitution fun tion sub(t, a. ) under Lam b. . Another example
is the de laration bv in Fig. 1, whi h does not type he k be ause in the last
mat h lause a is not fresh for a::(bv t).
In the urrent experimental version of FreshML, all uses of abstra tion patterns are eliminated by ma ro-expanding them using on retion and lo al freshness. For example, as rules (14) and (27) may suggest, ase exp of fa.x => exp 0 g
an be regarded as an abbreviation for
new a0 in ase exp  a0 of fx => [a0 =a℄exp 0 g end

(where a0 2= fv(exp )). However, to a ommodate the more general notions of
abstra tion mentioned at the end of Se t. 9, we expe t that mat hing with
abstra tion patterns will have to be a language primitive.

Remark 5.1 (Comparison with Standard ML). A ording to its De ni-

tion [12℄, in Standard ML during type he king a pattern pat elaborates in the
presen e of a typing ontext to a pie e of typing ontext 0 (giving the types
of the identi ers in the pattern) and a type ty (the overall type of the pattern);
then a mat h pat => exp 0 elaborates in the ontext to a fun tion type ty -> ty 0
if exp 0 has type ty 0 in the augmented ontext  0 . Pattern elaboration is a
little more ompli ated in FreshML. For abstra tion patterns generate not only a
pie e of typing ontext 0 , but also two kinds of freshness assumptions: ones that
modify ( f. the use of a : atm
in rule (14)); and ones that impose freshness
restri tions on exp 0 in a mat h pat => exp 0 ( f. the use of exp 0 : ty 0 # (fag [ a0 )
in rule (14)).
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Example 5.2. In Example 4.1 we gave an example where the use of abstra tion
patterns allows a simpli ation ompared with ode written just using the ombination of new-expressions and on retion. Sometimes the reverse is the ase.
For example, in informal pra ti e when spe ifying a fun tion of nitely many
abstra tions, it is onvenient to use the same name for the abstra ted variable
(and there is no loss of generality in doing this, up to - onversion). This is
not possible using FreshML patterns be ause, as in ML, we insist that they be
linear : an identi er must o ur at most on e in a pattern. However, it is possible
through expli it use of a lo ally fresh atom. Here is a spe i example.
In the FM-sets model (see the Appendix), the atom abstra tion set-former
ommutes with artesian produ ts up to natural bije tion. We an ode this
bije tion in FreshML using pattern-mat hing as follows.
(* A bije tion ([atm℄'a)*([atm℄'b) -> [atm℄('a * 'b) *)
fun p1 = { (a.x, b.y) => b.((a.x)b, y) }

Better would be
fun p2 = { (e, b.y) => b.(eb, y) }

but an arguably learer de laration ( ertainly a more symmetri one) uses lo al
freshness expli itly:
fun p3 = { (e, f) => new a in a.(ea, fa) end }

Simplest of all would be the de laration
fun p4 = { (a.x, a.y) => a.(x, y) }

but this is not legal, be ause (a.x, a.y) is not a linear pattern. As we disuss in the next se tion, atm is an equality type; so mat hing patterns with
repeated o urren es of identi ers of that type is meaningful (although patterns
like (a.x, a.y) involve a further ompli ation, in that the repeated identi er is
in a `negative position', i.e. to the left of the `abstra tion dot'). We have insisted
on linear patterns in the urrent version of FreshML in order not to further ompli ate a notion of mat hing whi h, as we have seen, is already more ompli ated
than in ML.
6

Atom Equality

Algorithms for manipulating syntax frequently make use of the de idability of
equality of names (of obje t level variables, for example). A ordingly, the type
atm of atoms in FreshML admits equality. In parti ular if atexp and atexp 0 are
two expressions of type atm, then eq(atexp ; atexp 0 ) is a boolean expression whi h
evaluates to true if atexp and atexp 0 evaluate to the same semanti atom and
evaluates to false if they evaluate to di erent ones. What more need one say? In
fa t, when it omes to type he king there is more to say. To see why, onsider
the following de laration of a fun tion taking a list of atoms with one atom
abstra ted and removing it.
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fun rem2 = { e => new a in
ase ea of
{ nil => nil
| b::bs => ifeq(b,a) then (rem2 a.bs)
else b::(rem2 a.bs) }
end }

This makes use of a form of onditional
ifeq(a,b) then exp else exp 0

whi h bran hes on the equality of a and b|see rules (28) and (29) in Fig. 3. For
the above de laration of rem2 to type- he k as a fun tion [atm℄(atm list) ->
(atm list), one has to apply rule (11) to the subphrase new a in : : : end.
Amongst other things, this requires one to prove
(ifeq(b,a) then (rem2 a.bs) else b::(rem2 a.bs)) # a
in a typing ontext whose only freshness assumptions are rem2 # a and e # a.
For this to be possible we have to give a typing rule for ifeq(a,b) then else
whi h, while he king the se ond bran h of the onditional, adds the semanti ally
orre t information a # b to the typing ontext. Su h a typing rule is (15) in
Fig. 2. (This uses the notation [a # b℄ to indi ate the typing ontext obtained
from by adding the assumption a # b; we omit the straightforward formal
de nition of this for the typing ontexts de ned as in equation (9).) Although
we take a ount of the fa t that a and b denote distin t atoms when he king
the se ond bran h of the onditional, we have not found a need in pra ti e to
take a ount of the fa t that they denote the same atom when he king the rst
bran h (by strengthening the se ond hypothesis of this rule to [a=b℄( ` exp :
ty # a), for example.)
To get information about atom equality to where it is needed for type he king, FreshML also permits the use of guarded patterns
pat where a = b and pat where a # b

where a and b are value identi ers of type atm. Su h guards are inter-de nable
with the ifeq( , ) then else
onstru t, but often more onvenient.
Figure 1 gives several examples of their use. We omit the pre ise de nition of
mat hing su h guarded patterns. Note also that the atom equality test expression
eq(atexp ; atexp 0 ) an be regarded as a ma ro for
let val a = atexp in
let val b = atexp 0 in
ifeq(a,b) then true else false
end
end :
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Fun tions

Re all from Se t. 2 that the intended meaning of freshness assertions in FreshML has to do with the notion of the `support' of an element of an FM-set
(see De nition A.1 in the Appendix). The nature of this notion is su h that in
any reasonable (re ursively presented) type system for FreshML, the provable
freshness assertions will always be a proper subset of those whi h are satis ed
by the FM-sets model. This is be ause of the logi al omplexity of the statement
`the semanti atom asso iated with the identi er a is not in the support
of the denotation of the fun tion expression fnfx => exp g'
whi h involves extensional equality of mathemati al fun tions. So if `provable
freshness' only gives an approximation to `not in the support of', we should
expe t that not every denotationally sensible expression will re eive a type. (Of
ourse, su h a situation is not un ommon for stati analyses of properties of
fun tional languages.)
What approximation of the support of a fun tion should be used to infer
sound freshness information for fun tion expressions in FreshML? We ertainly
want type- he king to be de idable. In the urrent experimental version of FreshML, we take a simple approa h (whi h does ensure de idability) making use of
the following general property of freshness
if a is fresh for all the free identi ers in an expression exp, then it is
fresh for exp itself

whi h is ertainly sound for the denotational semanti s in FM-Set. Applying
this in the ase when exp is a re ursive fun tion expression
fun f = fx => exp g

(36)

we arrive the typing rule (20) given in Fig. 2. As usual, free o urren es of f
and x in exp be ome bound in the expression (36). We an regard non-re ursive
fun tion expressions fnfx => exp g as the spe ial ase of expression (36) in whi h
f2
= fv(exp ).

Example 7.1. Consider the following FreshML de laration of a fun tion fv2
for omputing the list (possibly with repetitions) of free variables of a lambda
term en oded as a value of the data type lam in Fig. 1.
fun fv2 =
{ Var a => a::nil
| App(t,u) => append(fv2 t)(fv2 u)
| Lam a.t => remove a (fv2 t) }

This uses auxiliary fun tions append for joining two lists, and remove : atm ->
(atm list) -> (atm list) for removing an atom from a list of atoms (using the
fa t that atm is an equality type), whose standard de nitions we omit.
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One might hope that fv2 is assigned type lam-> (atm list), but the urrent
FreshML type system reje ts it as untypeable. The problem is the last mat h
lause, Lam a.t => remove a (fv2 t). As explained in Se t. 5, for this to type
he k we have to prove
(a : atm); (fv2 : (lam -> (atm list)) # fag); (e : [atm℄lam # fag)
` remove a (fv2(ea)) : atm list # fag

(37)

This is denotationally orre t, be ause the denotation of remove maps a semanti
atom a and a list of semanti atoms as to the list as r fa g; and the support of
the latter onsists of all the semanti atoms in the list as that are not equal to
a . However, the typing rules in Fig. 2 are not suÆ iently strong to dedu e (37).
It seems that this problem, and others like it, an be solved by using a
ri her notion of type in whi h expressions like `ty # a' be ome rst- lass types
whi h an be mixed with the other type onstru tors (in parti ular, with fun tion
types). We have made some initial investigations into the properties of su h ri her
type systems (and asso iated notions of subtyping indu ed by making ty # a
a subtype of ty ), but mu h remains to be done. However, for this parti ular
example there is a simple work-around whi h involves making better use of atomabstra tions and the basi fa t (12) about their support. Thus the de laration
of fv in Fig. 1 makes use of the auxiliary fun tion rem : [atm℄(atm list) ->
(atm list) for whi h
(a : atm); (fv : (lam -> (atm list)) # fag); (e : [atm℄lam # fag)
` (rem a.(fv(ea))) : atm list # fag
an be dedu ed using (12). It follows that fv does yield a fun tion of type
lam -> (atm list) (and its denotation is indeed the fun tion returning the list
of free variables of a lambda term).

Remark 7.2. Note that freshness is not a `logi al relation': just be ause a fun tion maps all arguments not having a given atom in their support to results not
having that atom in their support, it does not follow that the atom is fresh for
the fun tion itself. Thus the following rule is unsound.
; (f : (ty -> ty 0 ) # a); (x : ty # a) ` exp : ty 0 # a
f; x 2
= dom( )
(wrong!)
` fun f = fx => exp g : (ty -> ty 0 ) # a

To see this, onsider the following example. From rule (12) we have
a : atm; x : atm # fag ` a.x : [atm℄atm # fag

and so using the above rule (wrong!) we would be able to dedu e
a : atm ` fnfx => a.xg : (atm -> [atm℄atm) # fag:

This is denotationally in orre t, be ause the denotation of fnfx => a.xg does
ontain the denotation of a in its support. Correspondingly, the operational behaviour of this fun tion expression depends on whi h semanti atom is asso iated
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with a: if we repla e a by a0 in fnfx => a.xg, then under the assumption a # a0
we get a ontextually inequivalent fun tion expression, fnfx => a0 .xg. For applying these fun tion expressions to the same argument a yields ontextually
inequivalent results (in the rst ase an expression equivalent to a.a and in the
se ond ase one equivalent to a0 .a).
8

Purity

Consider the following de laration of a fun tion ount for omputing the number
of lambda abstra tions in a lambda term en oded as a value of the data type
lam in Fig. 1.
fun ount =
{ Var a => 0
| App(t,u) => ( ount t)+( ount u)
| Lam a.t => ( ount a)+1 }

For this to type he k as a fun tion lam -> int, the last mat h lause requires
(a : atm); ( ount : (lam -> int) # fag); (t : lam)
` (( ount t)+1) : int # fag
to be proved. The interpretation of this judgement holds in the FM-sets model
be ause the denotation of int is a `pure' FM-set, i.e. one whose elements all
have empty support. A ordingly, we add rule (22) in Fig. 2 to the FreshML
type system; using it, we do indeed get that ount has type lam -> int. The
ondition `ty pure' in the hypothesis of this rule is de ned by indu tion on the
stru ture of the type ty and amounts to saying that ty does not involve atm or
->6 in its onstru tion.
The urrent experimental version of FreshML is a pure fun tional programming language, in the sense that the only e e ts of expression evaluation are
either to produ e a value or to not terminate. This has an in uen e on the
soundness of rule (22). For example, if we add to the language an ex eption
me hanism in whi h ex eption pa kets ontain values involving atoms, then it
may no longer be the ase that an integer expression exp : int satis es exp # a
for any atom a. To restore the soundness of rule (22) in the presen e of su h
omputational e e ts with non-trivial support, one might onsider imposing a
`value restri tion', by insisting that the rule only applies to expressions exp
that are non-expansive in the sense of [12, Se t. 4.7℄. However, note that the
rule (19) for let-expressions rather undoes su h a value-restri tion. For using
rule (19), the freshness properties of exp whi h we ould have dedu ed from the
unrestri ted rule (22) an be dedu ed for the semanti ally equivalent expression let val x = exp in x end from the value-restri ted version. This highlights
6

For Theorem 2.1 to hold, in rule (22) we need that ty pure implies fa(v ) = ; for any
semanti value v of type ty; ex luding the use of fun tion types (as well as atm) in
pure types is a simple way of ensuring this.
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the fa t that the soundness of rule (19), and also rules (14) and (18) in Fig. 2,
depends upon the evaluation of exp not produ ing an e e t with non-empty
support. Should one try to restri t these rules as well? Probably it is better to
urtail the omputational e e ts. For example, although it is ertainly desirable
to add an ex eption-handling me hanism to the urrent version of the language,
it may be suÆ ient to have one whi h only raises pa kets ontaining values with
empty support ( hara ter strings, integers, et ). Investigation of this is a matter
for future work|whi h brings us to our nal se tion.
9

Related and Future Work

Related work
The model presented in [7℄ was one of three works on the metamathemati s of
syntax with binders using ategories of (pre)sheaves whi h appeared simultaneously in 1999|the other two being [5℄ and [9℄. The starting point for these
works is a dis overy, made independently by several of the authors, whi h an
be stated roughly as follows.
The quotient by -equivalen e of an indu tively de ned set of abstra t
syntax trees (for some signature involving binders) an be given an initial
algebra semanti s provided one works with initial algebras of fun tors
not on sets, but on ategories of `variable' sets, i.e. ertain ategories of
sheaves or presheaves.

There is a strong onne tion between initial algebras for fun tors and re ursive
data types, so this observation should have some onsequen es for programming
language design, and more spe i ally, for new forms of user de lared data type.
That is what we have investigated here. For us, the notion of ( nite) support,
whi h is a key feature of the model in [7℄, was ru ial|giving rise as it does to
FreshML's idiom of omputing with freshness. While the presheaf models onsidered in [5℄ have weaker notions of support (or `stage') than does the FM-sets
model, it seems that they too an model languages with notions of abstra tion
similar to the one in FreshML (Plotkin, private ommuni ation).
Miller [10℄ proposed ta kling the problems motivating the work in this paper
by in orporating the te hniques of higher order abstra t syntax, HOAS [16℄,
into an ML-like programming language, ML , with intentional fun tion types
ty => ty 0 . Compared with HOAS, the approa h in [7℄ and [5℄ is less ambitious
in what it seeks to lift to the metalevel: like HOAS we promote obje t-level
renaming to the metalevel, but unlike HOAS we leave obje t-level substitution to
be de ned ase-by- ase using stru tural re ursion. The advantage is that FreshML data types using [atm℄ty retain the pleasant re ursion/indu tion properties
of lassi al rst order algebrai data types: see Se t. 5 of [7℄. It is also the ase
that names of bound variables are ina essible to the ML programmer, whereas
they are a essible to a FreshML programmer in a ontrolled way.
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Formal properties of FreshML
In this paper we have mostly on entrated on explaining the ideas behind our
approa h and giving examples, rather than on presenting the formal properties
of the language. Su h properties in lude:
1. De idability of type/freshness inferen e.
2. Corresponden e results onne ting the operational and denotational semanti s.
3. The orre tness of the en oding of the set of terms over a `binding signature' [5, Se t. 2℄, modulo renaming of bound variables, as a suitable FreshML data type. For example, values of type lam in Fig. 1 modulo ontextual
equivalen e (or equality of denotations) orrespond to -equivalen e lasses
of untyped lambda terms, with free identi ers of type atm orresponding to
free variables.
4. Transfer of prin iples of stru tural indu tion for indu tively de ned FM-sets
involving atom abstra tion ( f. [7, Se t. 5℄) to indu tion prin iples for FreshML data types. More generally, the `N-quanti er' introdu ed in [7℄ should
feature in an LCF-style program logi for FreshML.
Some of the details will appear in the se ond author's forth oming PhD thesis [6℄. At this stage, just as important as proving su h properties is a umulating experien e with programming in FreshML, to see if the idiom it provides for
metaprogramming with bound names modulo renaming is a useful one.

Future work
To improve the usefulness of FreshML for programming with bound names, it
is already lear that we must investigate ri her synta ti forms of abstra tion.
At the moment we permit abstra tion over a single type of atoms. We already
noted in Se t. 2 that it would be a good idea to allow the de laration of distin t
sorts of atoms (for example, to more easily en ode distin t sorts of names in an
obje t language). Indeed, it might be a good idea to allow atom polymorphism
via Haskell-style type lasses [15℄, with a type lass for `types of atoms'. But
even with a single sort of atoms, there is good reason to onsider notions of
abstra tion in whi h the data to the left of the `abstra tion dot' is stru turally
more ompli ated than just single atoms. For example, some obje t languages
use operators that bind varying numbers of variables rather than having a xed
`arity' (for example, the free identi ers in an ML mat h m, however many there
may be, be ome bound in the fun tion expression fn fmg). To en ode su h
operators we an make use of the following FreshML data type onstru tion
datatype 'a abs = Val of 'a | Abs of [atm℄('a abs)

whose values Abs a1.(Abs a2.    Val val ) are some nite number of atomabstra tions of a value val of type 'a. When spe ifying a fun tion on 'a abs by
stru tural re ursion, one has to re urse on the list of binders in su h a value,
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whereas in pra ti e one usually wants to re urse dire tly on the stru ture of the
inner most value val . Therefore it would be useful to have `atom-list abstra tion types' [atm list℄ty (denotationally isomorphi to ty abs) and abstra tion
expressions of the form as .exp , where as is a value of type atm list and exp
is an expression of type ty . But if one abstra ts over atom-lists, why not over
other on rete types built up from atoms? Indeed, in addition to su h on rete
types, it appears to be useful to abstra t with respe t to ertain abstra t types,
su h as nite sets of atoms, or nite mappings de ned on atoms. So it may be
appropriate to onsider a general form of abstra tion type, [ty ℄ty 0 , for arbitrary
types ty and ty 0 . To do so would require some hanges to the nature of the
freshness judgement (7), whose details have yet to be worked out. In fa t, the
FM-sets model ontains a set-former for su h a general notion of abstra tion, so
there is a rm semanti base from whi h to explore this extension of FreshML.
Emphasising this rm semanti base is a good note on whi h to nish. Having rea hed this far, we hope the reader agrees that FreshML has some novel
and potentially useful features for metaprogramming modulo renaming of bound
variables. But whatever the parti ularities of FreshML, we believe the real sour e
of this potential is the FM-sets model, whi h appears to provide a simple, elegant
and useful mathemati al foundation for omputing and reasoning about name
binding modulo renaming. It is ertainly the ase that without it, we would not
have rea hed the language design des ribed in this paper. (So please read the
Appendix!)
A

Appendix: FM-Sets

Navely speaking, ML types and expressions denote sets and fun tions. By ontrast, FreshML types and expressions are intended to denote FM-sets and equivariant fun tions. This appendix gives a brief review these notions; more details
an be found in [7℄. Of ourse, the presen e of re ursive features and omputational e e ts in ML means that a denotational semanti s for it really involves
mu h more ompli ated mathemati al stru tures than mere sets. Similarly, to
a ount for the re ursive features of the present version of FreshML, we should
really give it a denotational semanti s using domains and ontinuous fun tions in
the ategory of FM-sets. For simpli ity's sake we suppress these domain-theoreti
details here.

Notation. Let A = fa ; a 0 ; : : :g be a xed ountably in nite set, whose elements
we all semanti atoms. Let SA denote the group of all permutations of A . Thus
the elements  of SA are bije tions from A to itself. The group multipli ation
takes two su h bije tions  and  0 and omposes them|we write the omposition
of  followed by  0 as  0  . The group identity is the identity fun tion on A ,
denoted by id A .

Re all that an a tion of the group SA on a set X is a fun tion ( ) X ( )
mapping pairs (; x) 2 SA  X to elements  X x 2 X and satisfying

0 X ( X x) = (0 ) X x and id A X x = x
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for all ;  0 2 SA and x 2 X . For example, if  is the set of syntax trees of
lambda terms with variable symbols from A

 = ft ::= a j t t j a :t (a 2 A )g

(38)

then there is a natural a tion of SA on : for ea h  2 SA and t 2 ,   t is the
tree whi h results from permuting all the atoms o urring in t a ording to  .
In general, an a tion of SA on a set X gives us an abstra t way of regarding the
elements x of X as somehow `involving atoms from A in their onstru tion', in as
mu h as the a tion tells us how permuting atoms hanges x|whi h turns out to
be all we need for an abstra t theory of renaming and binding. An important part
of this theory is the notion of nite support. This generalises the property of an
abstra t syntax tree that it only involves nitely many atoms in its onstru tion
to the abstra t level of an element of any set equipped with an SA -a tion.

De nition A.1 (Finite support). Given a set X equipped with an a tion of
SA , a set of semanti atoms !  A is said to support an element x 2 X if all
permutations  2 SA whi h x every element of ! also x x:
(8a

2 ! : (a ) = a ) )  X x = x

:

(39)

We say that x is nitely supported if there is some nite subset !  A supporting
it. It is not too hard to show that if x is nitely supported, then there is a smallest
nite subset of A supporting it: we all this the support of x, and denote it by
supp X (x).

De nition A.2 (The ategory FM-Set). An FM-set is a set X equipped
with an a tion of the permutation group SA in whi h every element x 2 X is
nitely supported. These are the obje ts of a ategory, FM-Set, whose morphisms f : X ! Y are equivariant fun tions, i.e. fun tions from X to Y
satisfying

for all  2 SA and x 2 X .

f ( X x) =  Y f (x)

Example A.3. The set  of untyped lambda terms, de ned as in (38) and with
the SA -a tion mentioned there, is an FM-set. The support of t 2  is just the
nite set of all variable symbols o urring in the tree t (whether free, bound, or
binding). Note that if two lambda terms are -equivalent, t = t0 , then for any
permutation  one also has   t =   t0 . It follows that ( )  ( ) indu es an
a tion on the quotient set == . It is not hard to see that this is also an FM-set,
with the support of an -equivalen e lass of lambda terms being the nite set
of free variable symbols in any representative of the lass (it does not matter
whi h). This turns out to be the denotation of the data type lam de lared in
Fig. 1 (using [7, Theorem 5.1℄).

It should be emphasised that the above de nitions are not novel, although
the use to whi h we put them is. They are part of the ri h mathemati al theory
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of ontinuous a tions of topologi al groups. SA has a natural topology as a
subspa e of the ountably in nite produ t of the dis rete spa e A , whi h makes
it a topologi al group. Given an a tion of SA on a set X , all the elements of X
have nite support if and only if the a tion is a ontinuous fun tion SA X ! X
when X is given the dis rete topology. Thus FM-Set is an example of a ategory
of ` ontinuous G-sets' and as su h, mu h is known about its properties: see [7,
Se t. 6℄ for referen es. Here we just re all its artesian losed stru ture.

A.1 Produ ts in FM-Set
These are given by taking the artesian produ t of underlying sets

X  Y = f (x; y) j x 2 X and y 2 Y g :
The permutation a tion is given omponentwise by that of X and Y :

 X Y (x; y) , ( X x;  Y y)

Ea h pair (x; y )
supp Y (y ).

2 X Y

( 2 SA ):

does indeed have nite support, namely supp X (x) [

A.2 Exponentials in FM-Set

Given any fun tion (not ne essarily an equivariant one) f : X ! Y between
FM-sets X and Y , we an make permutations of A a t on f by de ning

, x 2 X:( Y f ( X x)) :
(40)
By applying the property (39) with X !Y in pla e of X , it makes sense to ask
 X !Y f

1

whether f has nite support. The subset of all fun tions from X to Y whi h do
have nite support in this sense, together with the a tion X !Y given by (40),
forms an FM-set whi h is the exponential X ! Y in FM-Set. Note that (40)
implies that for all  2 SA , f 2 (X ! Y ) and x 2 X

 Y f (x) = ( X !Y f )( X x)

and hen e evaluation (f; x) 7! f (x) determines an equivariant fun tion ev :
(X ! Y )  X ! Y . Given any f : Z  X ! Y in FM-Set, its exponential
transpose ur (f ) : Z ! (X ! Y ) is given by the usual ` urried' version of f ,
for the following reason: given any z 2 Z , if  2 SA xes ea h semanti atom
in supp Z (z ), then it is not hard to see from de nition (40) and the equivarian e
of f that  xes the fun tion x 2 X:f (z; x) as well; so this fun tion has nite
support and hen e is in X ! Y . So de ning ur (f )(z ) to be x 2 X:f (z; x),
we get a fun tion ur (f ) : Z ! (X ! Y ); it is equivariant be ause f is and
learly has the property required for it to be the exponential transpose of f .
In the rest of this appendix we indi ate the stru tures in the ategory FM-Set
used to model the key novelties of FreshML: lo ally fresh atoms, atom abstra tion
and on retion of atom abstra tions.
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A.3 Lo ally fresh atoms
The set
a tion:

A

of atoms be omes an obje t of FM-Set on e we endow it with the

 A a , (a ) ( 2 SA ; a 2 A ):

(The support of a 2 A is just fa g.) This FM-set is the denotation of the type
atm of atoms in FreshML.
The meaning of new a in exp end in FM-Set is given by the following
proposition (whose straightforward proof we omit). It makes use of the following
onstru tion in the ategory FM-Set: given an FM-set G, de ne
A

G , f (a ; g) 2 A

 G j a 2= supp G (g) g

:

This be omes an FM-set if we de ne a permutation a tion by

 A G (a ; g) , ((a );  G g) :

! T in FM-Set satisfying
(41)
a 2= supp T (e(a ; g )) for all (a ; g ) 2 A G
then there is a unique morphism new (e) : G ! T su h that
new (e)(g ) = e(a ; g ) for all g 2 G and a 2= supp G (g )
(42)
is satis ed.
ut
If a typing ontext has denotation G and if a 2= dom( ), then the denota-

Proposition A.1. Given a morphism e : A

G

tion of the typing ontext (a : atm)
used in rule (11) of Fig. 2 is the FM-set
A
G. Suppose the denotation of (a : atm)
` exp : ty is the equivariant
fun tion e : A G ! T . We an use Proposition A.1 to give a denotation
to ` (new a in exp end) : ty as new (e) : G ! T , using the fa t that the
freshness part of the hypothesis of (11) means that e satis es ondition (41).
The soundness of rule (11) follows from the de ning property (42) of new (e).

A.4 Abstra tion and Con retion
If the denotation of the FreshML type ty is the FM-set T , the denotation of the
atom abstra tion type [atm℄ty is the FM-set [A ℄T introdu ed in Se t. 4 of [7℄. Its
underlying set is the quotient of the artesian produ t A  T by the equivalen e
relation A de ned as follows: (a ; t) A (a 0 ; t0 ) holds if and only if
(a 00 a ) T t = (a 00 a 0 ) T t0
holds for some (or equivalently, any) a 00 not in the support of a , a 0 , t, or t0 (where
(a 00 a ) 2 SA denotes the permutation inter hanging a 00 and a ). We write a :t for
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A -equivalen e

lass determined by (a ; t).7 The a tion of a permutation

 2 SA on elements of [A ℄T is given by:

 [A ℄T (a :t) , ((a )):( T t) :
This does indeed determine a well-de ned FM-set, with the support of a :t being
the nite set supp T (t) r fa g.
If a is asso iated with the semanti atom a 2 A (in some given value environment) and the denotation of exp : ty is t 2 T , then the denotation of the
atom abstra tion expression a.exp is a :t 2 [A ℄T .
On the other hand, the meaning of on retion expressions (Se t. 4) uses the
following property of FM-sets.

Proposition A.2. Given an FM-set T , for ea h atom-abstra tion e 2 [A ℄T and
semanti atom a 2 A , if a 2= supp [A ℄T (e) then there is a unique element ea of
T su h that e = a :(ea ).
When e = a 0 :t then a 2= supp [A ℄T (e) if and only if a = a 0 or a 2= supp T (t);
and in this ase (a 0 ; t) A (a ; (a a 0 ) T t). So when a = a 0 or a 2= supp T (t), it
follows from the uniqueness part of the de ning property of ea that
(a 0 :t)a = (a a 0 ) T t
holds.

(43)

ut

The partial fun tion e; a 7! ea is used to give the denotational semanti s of
on retion expressions, exp a. The soundness of rule (13) follows from the easily
veri ed fa t that supp T (ea )  supp [A ℄T (e) [ fa g.
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